25.]	'   SINGULAR SOLUTIONS.	88
Let the value of G so determined be substituted in the function /.
We may thus in general as a solution of the same differential
equation equate to zero the discriminant of f with regard to G\
let this be written
26.	This locus is the locus of all points in the plane at which
the parametric constants (J have two or more equal values ; and
in it there will therefore be included &
(i) the locus of all the nodal points (double, treble, etc.) of
the system of curves ; for at such a point there are as many values
of C equal to each other as there are brandies through the point,
since the branches belong to the same curve ;
(ii)    the   locus  of all the cu-sps of the  system,  for  similar
reasons ;
(iii) the envelope of the system of curves, which may bo either
a single curve or several; lor any point on the envelope may be
considered us belonging to two separate but consecutive curves of
the system, t.hu constants of those consecutive curves being ulti-
mately cHjual. (In the <*nsot whim the* envelope can be decomposed
into Hevor.il curves, it may happen that one of these is merely a
particular curve of the system j\x, yt 0) = 0 ; its equation might
be excluded as being a particular solution.]
Let those tlm**.! respectively be called the nodal locus, the cux-
pidal loww, and the envelope locus.
27,	If we now consider the differential equation
£(tf,7/,2>)«0
in cormcwtum with the Hyntem of curves, whose equation conatituteB
itw general solution, it in evident that the envelope of the ftyntem in a
solution, of the equation; for at any point on the envelope (which
is a point, ou two coriHoeutivo curvow) the direction of the tangent
is the Harnc iw that of the tangent to cither of these \jurvea lit that
point; and wince the differential equation ib satisfied by the quan-
tities, which are eormoctud with the element of the system of
it must bo «ati«fk»d by these (unaltered) quantities,
uoctcd with the element of the envelope.

